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Introduction 
The task of the present paper, namely to give a structural characterization f the 
epimorphisms of certain categories of ordered algebras, traces its origin back to Jos6 
Meseguer: 
For an arbitrary subset system Z let POS(Z) be the category of Z-complete posets 
and Z-continuous maps (references and definitions are given in Section 1). If X c_ A 
and A ~ Ob POS(Z), then cl(X) is the least subset Y of A which contains X and in 
which every Z-set has its sup (which has to exist in A) in Y. A map f :A~B in 
MorPOS(Z) is dense if c l( f(A))=B. In [10] and for Z=~ in [8] and [9], J. 
Meseguer aised the problem whether the epis of POS(Z) are exactly the dense 
maps. In [7] D. Lehmann and myself constructed an epi of POS(og) which is not 
dense. Later the question, " I f  they are not he dense maps, then what exactly are 
the epis of POS(Z)?" was answered in Pasztor [12]. 
By this a first step was taken towards solving the more central problem (at least 
in foundations of theoretical computer science) of giving a structural characteriza- 
tion of the epis of certain categories of continuous algebras. (For details concerning 
the role of continuous algebras and of their algebraic fundamentals in mathematical 
semantics of computation, the reader is referred to ADJ [2] and Andreka-N6meti 
[3].) 
The present paper is mainly devoted to the category _LAIgz(Z) of Z-continuous 
Z-algebras and Z-continuous ±-preserving homomorphisms. The main result to be 
proved here is a new and, in the author's opinion, surprising sufficient condition 
for a morphism of this category to be an epimorphism. 
Before presenting the main result in Section 3, we will recall the characterization 
of epis of the category ±POS(Z) of Z-complete posets with bottom and Z-con- 
tinuous bottom-preserving maps (cf. Pasztor [12]) and of the category ±ZAlg z of 
ordered Z-algebras and Z-continuous bottom-preserving homomorphisms (cf. 
Pasztor [14]) in Section 2. We will do this for three reasons: 
(1) Reading Pasztor [11], G. Plotkin found an improved method of presentation 
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of the results. His method is worth being followed and extended. The author wants 
to take this opportunity to thank G. Plotkin for his transmitting this method to 
her. 
(2) The new terminology of Bloom-Wright [4] provides an adequate framework 
for formulating and proving the above results in a very natural way. Besides, we 
will prove that in the categories of interest P-epis are exactly the epis. 
(3) It was mainly the study of epis of zPOS(Z)  and of _l_Alg z which led to the 
main result. ±Algz(Z)  being a full subcategory of _I_ZAlg z, the main result shows 
that it has strictly more epis than those inherited from ±ZAlg z. This is not at all 
surprising, since ±Algz(Z) is not monoreflective in _I_ZAlg z. 
1. Basic definitions 
We begin with some definitions. The reader interested in more details, examples 
and results related to these definitions is referred to Ad~imek-Nelson-Reiterman [1], 
ADJ  [2], and Meseguer [10]. 
A subset system Z is a class of posets containing the two-element chain and closed 
w.r.t, images of monotonic maps. If A is a poset, then Z(A) denotes the set of all 
subposets of A which are in Z. A poset A is Z-complete if every element of Z(A) 
has a l.u.b. (or sup) in A with respect o the partial ordering --<A- 
Let A and B be posets. A map f :  A --,B is Z-continuous if whenever Xe Z(A) and 
SUPAX exists, supsf(X) exists too, and equals f(suPAX). For a subset system Z, 
we denote by ± POS(Z) the category whose objects are the Z-complete posers with 
a least element (called ±A for each poset A), and whose morphisms are the Z- 
continuous ±-preserving maps. 
Let .S denote a signature, i.e., a set of function symbols. For any aeZ ' ,  let r(a) 
denote the arity of a,  which is an arbitrary ordinal number. For a subset system Z 
and a signature Z', we denote by ±ZAlgz the category whose objects are the (total) 
Z-algebras A, where A is partially ordered by -----A with least element ±A and all 
operations of A are monotonic, and whose morphisms are the Z-continuous _l_- 
preserving homomorphisms. The objects of ±ZAlg z are often called ordered _r- 
algebras. We denote by ±Algz(Z ) the full subcategory of ±ZAlg z whose objects 
are those ordered Z-algebras A which are Z-complete and in which the operations 
are Z-continuous, i.e., for any a ~ Z', if X~ Z(Ar(G)), then sup{a A(X): X E X} exists 
and equals aA(suPAr~o)X). The objects of _l-Algz(Z) are called Z-continuous Z- 
algebras. ±POS(Z) denotes ±Algz(Z) for Z'=0. 
In the following we will adopt and adapt some definitions from Bloom-Wright 
[4]. We will use the notation c~J for any of the categories ±POS(Z) ,  xZAlgz  and 
& Algz(Z ). Let f, g : A ~B ~ Mor ~,gJ. We write f_< g iff f(a) <-s g(a), for all a ~ A. An 
f :  A ~B ~ Mor ZJ if a P-epi if for all g, h : B --, C ~ Mor c~/, g_< h whenever f -  g_<f. h. 
Let f :  A ~ C, g : B ~ C ~ Mor ~,~J. The P-pullback of the ordered pair (f, g) is the 
P-limit of the P-diagram below. 
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B 
f,_< 
A ,C  
This means it is an ordered pair (u : D --,A, o : D ~B)  of morphisms of ~/such that 
u. f<_ o.g and with the property that whenever u'. f<  o' .g for some u ' :D '~A,  
o' : D '  --,B ~ Mor ~,~J, there is a unique s : D '  --,D with s- u = u' and s. o = o'. We will 
denote the P-pullback of (f,g) by Pp( f ,g)  and will identify if (as easy to see 
legitimately) with the set { (x, y) I x ~ A, y ~ B, f(x) <_ g(y) }. 
Let f, g : A ~B e Mor ZJ. The P-equalizer of the ordered pair (f, g) is the limit of  




This means it is an h:C~A eMor  ZJ with h. f<h.g  and with the property that 
whenever h'.  f_< h'- g for some h' :  C' ~A e Mor ZJ, there is a unique s : C' ---, C with 
s. h = h'. We will denote the P-equalizer of (f, g) by Pequ(f,  g) and we will identify 
it (again as easy to see legitimately) with the set {xeAI f (x)<g(x)}.  An 
f :  A ~B c Mor '~t is a P-regular mono if f=  Pequ(g, h) for some g, h ~ Mor z'. 
Before going on, let us recall from Isbell [6] (cf. also Herrl ich-Strecker [5]) the 
following definition: Let f :  A ~B~ Mor ~,~. The dominion o f f ,  denoted by Dm(f ) ,  
is the intersection of all regular monos with codomain B through which f can be 
factored. We will identify Dm(f )  with its source, which is {x~B:g(x)=h(x)  
whenever g,h :B~C~Mor  ~' and f . g=f  . h}. 
For f :A - - 'B  ~ Mor ~ the P-dominion of f ,  denoted by Pdm(f ) ,  is the intersection 
of all P-regular monos with codomain B through which fcan  be factored. We identify 
Pdm(f )  with its source, which is {x ~ B : g(x) < h(x) whenever g, h : B ---, C ~ Mor ~J 
and f . g<_f . h}. 
Given an f :  A---,B ~ Mor ZJ, it is clear that f is an epi iff Dm( f )  = B. Similarly, 
f is a P-epi iff Pdm( f )  = B. This explains why we can replace our task of finding 
a structural characterization f the epis (or P-epis) of Z~ by the more general task 
of finding a structural characterization f  the dominions (or P-dominions) of mor- 
phisms in g~. 
2. Dominions in _I_POS(Z) and in .I_ZAIg z 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the first category whose epis the author was 
able to characterize (see, e.g., [12]) was _I_POS(Z). The search for this characteriza- 
tion provided a basic methodology in the following sense. We saw that for char- 
acterizing an arbitrary P-epi f :  A ~B,  it is enough to characterize the P-dominion 
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of f ,  i.e., the set of all xeB such that g(x)<_h(x) whenever g,h:B~C satisfy 
f .  g<_f. h. This set, on the other hand, is the diagonal of the set of all pairs (a, b) e B 2 
such that g(a)<_ h(b) whenever g, h:B ~C satisfy f .  g<_f. h. It turns out that this 
latter set is more natural to characterize than the P-dominion o f f .  More generally, 
given a poset B and X c_ B, we can define a binary relation on B, namely, the set 
of all pairs (a, b) e B 2 such that g(a) < h(b) whenever g, h : B ~C satisfy g I'X_< h tX. 
Setting X=f(A) and taking the diagonal of this relation, we are back to the 
P-dominion o f f .  In search of the P-epis (which turn out to be the same as the epis) 
we will always start by searching a structural characterization f this more general 
relation. This motivates the following 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a poset and let X c A. We define the relation <x  to be the 
smallest relation on A satisfying conditions (A)-(C) below: 
(A) For any a, b e A, if a = b e X then a <x b. 
(B) For any a, a" b, b' e A, if a_<A a' <x  b'--<A b then a <x  b. 
(C) For any a, beA, if a=SUPAY for some YeZ(A) and if for every ye  Y, 
Y <x  b, then a <x  b. 
Now let CL(X) = {a e A : a <x  a}. 
Remarks. (1) Since A 2 satisfies the conditions (A)-(C), the relation <x  exists. 
(2) An equivalent (and maybe more intuitive) way to define the relation <x  is 
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closure of a set Y c_ A is the least subset of A containing Y, being downwards closed 
and being closed under the sups (in A) of Z-sets.) 
An example for a<x b with Z=m is given in Fig. 1. 
More generally, if we agree to draw a--sup.4Y for some Y•Z(A)  as 
a • 
then Fig. 2 serves as an illustration of Definition 2.1. 
The next theorem shows that <x  is indeed the relation we were talking about in 
the introduction of this section. 
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a Z-complete poset with least element 3_ and let J_ • X c_ A. 
Then 
<x=A {Pp(fg)] f ,g  :A -~B6 Mor 3.POS(Z), X c_ Pequ(f,g)}. 
Remark• The above means that for every a, b • A, a <x  b iff f(a)<-B g(b) whenever 
f, g" A-~B • Mor 3. POS(Z) and f ['X<_ g ~X. 
Proof (G. Plotkin). It is easy to prove that a<xb implies f(a)<_Bg(b) for any 
f, g : A ~B with ftX<__ g tX. Next, suppose that there are a, b e A with a ~x  b. We 
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and 
I~  if xC'xb' 
f(x) = otherwise 
I~  if xq~ A b, 
g(x) = otherwise. 
It is easy to check that f and g are Z-continuous and .L-preserving. They also co- 
incide on X since for every xeX,  X<-xb i ff x<xb.  Since f(a)= -1- and g(b)= _L, 
f(a)-zg(b). This proves that (a,b)~Pp(fg),  although Xc_ Pequ(fg). [] 
As an immediate consequence we obtain 
Corollary 2.3. Let f :  A ~B ~ Mor _L POS(Z). Then CL(f(A)) = Pdm(f) ,  i.e., the P- 
dominion o f f  is exactly CLf(A)). [] 
But f :  A~B is a P-epi iff Pdm( f )=B,  so we obtain 
Corollary 2.4. An f :  A ~B ~ Mor _L POS(Z) is a P-epi i ff  CL(f(A)) = B. 
More surprising is the following 
Corollary 2.5. An f :  A~B ~ Mor _L POS(Z) is an epi i f f  it is a P-epi (which implies 
that f is an epi i f f  CL(f(A)) = B). 
Proof. Since Pdm(f)c_ Dm(f )  always holds, it is enough to prove that Dm(f)c_ 
CL(f(A)). Notice that the morphisms f and g defined in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
are equal on X, which proves that 
["] { PP(f, g) I f  g : A ~ B such that f t X= g I'X } = <x. 
This implies Dm(f )  c_ CL(f(A)). [] 
For more details concerning the relation <x and for consequences of the above 
results (e.g., the co-well-powerdness of .I_POS(Z)) the reader is referred to Pasztor 
[111, [121. 
In view of our original aim to characterize the epis of Z-continuous algebras, it 
is very natural to ask now how the above results change if we equip the posets with 
an algebraic structure, requiring for the time being only monotonicity of the opera- 
tions, but Z-continuity of the homomorphisms. (We notice here that in proving the 
above results we never used the Z-completeness of the posets. All we did use was 
the Z-continuity of the maps.) The remainder of this section deals with the category 
_L ZAlgx. 
Definition 2.6. Let A be an ordered Z-algebra nd X___ A. Then E x denotes the 
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smallest relation on A satisfying conditions (A)-(C) of Definition 2.1 and condition 
(D) below: 
(D) for every a, b cA ,  if a=trA(a) and b = o'A(b) for some o-eZ" and a, b eA  r(°), 
and if for each i<r (a) ,  g(i)r--xb(i), then aExb.  
Let CL,r(X)= { a ~ A : a E x a }. 
We notice that since A 2 satisfies condition (D) too, the relation c x exists. 
An example of aV-xb is given in Fig. 3, where Z=tn  and X consists of two 
binary operation symbols + and • and a unary one i. 
Theorem 2.7. Let A be an ordered X-algebra and X ¢_ A with _L ~ X. Then 
Ex = ~ { PP( f  g ) I f  g" A -~B 6 Mor ± ZAIg,r, X c_ Pequ(f, g) }. 
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f, g" A ~B satisfying f ~X<_g tX. 
Proof. It is easy to prove that a r- x b implies f(a) <B g(b) for any f, g : A-*B e 
Mor _L ZAlg z with f ~X<g tX. 
Unfortunately, for the converse direction we have no straightforward proof like 
the one of Theorem 2.2, part 2. We follow the 'classical' way of proving this 
direction. 
Suppose that a~-xb for some a, beA.  We will find some f ,g:A-- ,Be 
Mor J_ ZAlgz with f rX<_g tX (in fact with f ~X=g tX), but f(a) -xsg(b). 








k, "-r  fl 
image (j) 
We define on C a relation ---c as follows: For any x, yeC 
X<c y iff 
"-i-l(X)<A i-l(y) 
j - I (X)<Aj - I (y  ) 
i-l (x) C-x j - l  ( y) 
j-l(X) W xi-1(y) 
if x, y e image(i), 
if x, y e image(j), 
if x e image(i) and y e image(j), 
if x ~ image(j) and y e image(i). 
It is a straightforward proof to show that - c  is a partial order and that i and j are 
Z-continuous. (For the proof see also Pasztor [13, Section 3, Theorem 1, Assertions 
1 and 3].) Obviously i(a)~;cj(b) since a 7-xb. 
Now let us equip C with the Z-structure inherited from A through i and j ,  i.e., 
for every a eZ, ac=(itAj)(aA). Since CLz(X) is a subalgebra of A (see Pasztor 
[13, Section 3, Corollary 13]) and since the so defined operations on C are 
monotonic w.r.t. -o  C is an ordered partial Z-algebra. The injections i and j are 
Z-continuous homomorphisms. 
In Pasztor [14] the author has proved that every ordered partial Z-algebra C has 
an embedding u into an ordered total Z-algebra (~, where the embedding u is full 
(i.e., u(x)<¢u(y) i ff x<cy), Z-continuous and a _L-preserving homomorphism. 
(The idea of the proof is to extend 'freely' the partial order <c  to the free Z- 
completion C of 6'.) If we denote i .u  by f and j .u  by g, we obtain that 
f(a)-~¢g(b), since u is full. This accomplishes the proof. [] 
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As an immediate consequence we obtain 
Corollary 2.8. Let f :  A ~B~ Mor 3_ ZAIg z. Then CLz(f(A)) = Pdm(f) ,  i.e., the P- 
dominion o f f  is exactly CLz(f(A)). [] 
But f :  A~B is a P-epi iff Pdm( f )=B,  so we obtain 
Corollary 2.9. An f :  A ~B ~ Mor 3_ ZAIg z is a P-epi i f f  CLz(f(A)) = B. 
As before, we obtain again that P-epis and epis coincide. 
Corollary 2.10. An f :  A~BeMor  3_ ZAlg z is an epi iff it is a P-epi. 
Proof. Pdm(f)c_ Dm(f )  always holds and Dm(f)c_ CLz(f(A)) follows from the 
fact that the morphisms f and g constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.7 are equal 
on X. For suppose a~CLz(f (A)) ,  i.e., a~-AA)a, and set X=f(A)  and a=b. Then 
f(a) :/: g(a). [] 
For more details about the relation E x and for consequences of the above 
results, the reader is referred to Pasztor [13] and [14]. Unlike the category 
xPOS(Z) ,  the category _I_ZAlg z turns out to 'behave badly'. Pasztor [13] proves 
that if 27 is a signature with at least one nonconstant operation symbol, then there 
is a subset system Z c_ A (which means that X is directed for any poset P and 
X~Z(P) )  such that iZA lgz  is not co-well-powered. 
3. The main result on P-dominions in IA lgz (Z)  
A very natural question to ask here is the following: Does the structural char- 
acterization of P-dominions of morphisms of I ZAlgz obtained in Section 2 
change if we restrict ourselves to Z-continuous algebras? The answer is "Yes" ,  and 
we will illustrate this by an example. For this purpose let Z = co (in other words, let 
Z-completeness mean closure under sups of co-chains and let Z-continuity mean 
preservation of sups of co-chains). Let 27 consist of one binary operation symbol +. 
We are going to construct an m-co:.'inuous Z-algebra A together with an (identical) 
embedding e : X~A ~ Mor IAlgz(co) in such a way, that the P-dominion of e in 
the category icoAlgz is going to be different from its P-dominion in the full sub- 
category iAlgz(co ). In more detail, the algebra A will have an element a such that 
there will exist f, g : A ~B e Mor i ZAIg z with f ~X< g tX such that f(a) ~B g(a) but 
for all f ,g :  A---,BcMor 3-Algz(Z) with f FX<_g tX, f(a)<_Bg(a ) must hold. 
i bn, dn,a,a i,-r" neco, i 1,2}. The The underlying set of A is the set { i ,an,  cn, = 
partial order -----A is defined as the least partial order on A such that 3- is the bot- 
(a,,) , ,~ (i= 1, 2) and (cn),,~, are co-chains and tom element, 7- is the top element, i 








i <---A 2 such that for all ne~ and i= 1,2, a, a', an<--Abn and Cn<_Adn<_a. 
Denoting the binary operation +A again by +, we have the following definition: 
+ is commutative and for every x~A,  x+±=±,  for every n,m~a~, 
a~+ am2 = a 1 + a2m=Cm and an+l a 2 = a I + a 2 =a,  and if n<_m, then an+bm=dm.I For 
all yet undefined cases let x+y = T. 
For an illustration, see Fig. 4. 
Now let X :={a l, ±, T,bn: neoo} cA .  
It is easy to check that A is in ±Algz(~)  and that X is an o~-continuous 
subalgebra of A. Let us denote the embedding of X into A by e. 
We now assert that in ±Algz(~o) the element a~A is in the P-dominion of e, 
while a¢CLz(X) .  (Recall from Corollary 2.8 that CLx(X)=Pdm(e)  in ±~oAlg2:.) 
Notice first that CL2:(X)=X, but that a CX. To prove that a ePdm(e) in 
±Alg2:(~o), let f , ,g :A~BeMor±Algz(~o)  such that f tX<_g~X. Since f is a 
homomorphism and a I e X (and f tX<_g tX), we can write f(a) =f(a 1) +f(a  2)_<s 
g(al)+f(a2), which equals sups(g(aln))nE~,+sups(f(a2n))n~ , si ce both f and g 
are o~-continuous. Now, + being ~-continuous, we can write the latter as 
1 2 sups (g(an) +f(an))n e~o- So we obtain 
(*) f(a)<-ssupB(g(a~)+ f(a~))ne~o. 
On the other hand, for every n ~ oJ, f(a~) <-sf(bn) <-s g(bn), since f is monotone 
and bn eX  (and f tX<_g ~X). So for every n e~o, + being monotone and g being 
a homomorphism, 
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g(aln) + f(a2) < B g(aln) + g(bn) = g(a I + bn)= g(dn) <-B g(a). 
Therefore supB(g(a 1) 2 +f(an))n~o~<-sg(a), so f(a)<_g(a) by (*). This proves 
a • Pdm(e) in _1_ Algz(o9). 
Having seen that the P-dominion of an f :  A~B•Mor  IA lgz(Z)  is in general 
not CLz(f(A)) ,  we ask ourselves, "What is it, then?".  In the following we will try 
to approach the answer without being able, however, to provide the full answer. 
First we need to give some definitions, for example, we need to define the concept 
of a tree or term of type 27. 
Given the signature 27, we denote by O = 6(27) the ordinal dimension of 27, i.e., the 
least regular ordinal number d such that 161 > Ir(tr) l for each tr • 2;. For example, 
if for any tr • 27, r(tr) • o9, then d(Z) = o9. We denote by d* the set of all finite words 
over d with A as the empty word. A word m' is a left (right) factor of a word m 
iff m = m'm" (m = m"m') for some word m". 
A tree domain Dt is a nonempty subset of d* satisfying the following two 
conditions: 
(i) If m=ml  ... mq belongs to Dt,  then every left factor m~ ... mp, p<_q, of m 
belongs also to D t. 
(ii) If m=m 1 . . .mq_ lm q belongs to Dt,  then for every  m'<mq,  ml "" mq_ lm'  
also belongs to D t. 
The elements of Dt are called the nodes of the tree domain and also of the trees 
we will associate with it. Let D t be a tree domain, i an ordinal and m, mi • D t. Then 
m is the father of mi, which is in its turn the son of m. We call m' an ancestor of 
m iff m' is a left factor of m. Similarly, m' is a descendant of m iff m is a left factor 
of m'. The node 2 is the root of D t. A node having no descendant o her than itself 
is called a leaf. 
Let Y be an arbitrary set. A tree on Z tO Y is a total mapping t from a tree domain 
D t into 27U Y with the property that for any m •Dt ,  if t(m) =s•ZU Y, then m has 
exactly r(s) sons in D t. The elements of Y ae by definition of arity 0. For any node 
m, t(m) is its label. 
For any tree t, r(t) denotes the set of leaves in D t ordered lexicographically. 
If t is a tree on 27UY and if m•Dt ,  then t '=t \m is defined by Dr= 
{m'[ mm'•Dt}  and t ' (m')=t(mm')  for any m'•D t. For example, 
t= 7 ~  and t '=t \0= 7 ~  
+~ Y3 Yl Y2 
Yl Y2 
Given a tree t on Z' U Y, a set I c_ r(t) and for each m • I a tree t m on Z tO Y, the 
tree t '=t ( tm:m•I )  is defined by Dc=DttO{mm' :m•I ,m'•Dtm} and for all 
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m ED r 
t'(m) = f t(m) 
( tm,(m") 
For example, if 
if m E (D, \ I ) ,  
if m = m'm"  with m'  e I and m" E D~,,,,. 





t '=t (q)= / ~  
y 
Y4 Y5 
A tree t on Z LI Y is path-finite if any countable sequence m = non~n 2 ... of nodes 
of  D t with n i being son of ni_l, i= 1,2, ..., is of  finite length, i.e., there is a qE~ 
such that m=nonl  . "  nq_ l .  We denote the set of all path-finite trees on ZLI Y by 
Tm(Z, Y) and call its elements terms of type or signature Z with variables in Y. 
Now let A be a Z-algebra, let t E Tm(Z, Y) and g eA r(t). We define t A [a] as 
follows. 
(i) If D t ={2} and t(A)~Z, then tA[a_] :=a=a(2) .  
(ii) If t(2) = cr E Z, then 
t A [a] = a A ((t \ i )  A [(a(im) • m E r(t \ i ) ) ]  : i  E r(a)). 
For example, for 
t=  + /2  
Y2 Y3 
we have t A [(al, a2, a3) ] = a 1 +A (a2 .A a3). 
Let us recall now what exactly we are looking for. Given a Z-continuous Z- 
algebra A and X c_ A, we need a structural definition of a relation {x c A 2 with the 
property 
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(,) a {xb iff f(a)<-sg(b) for all f ,g :A~B such that ftX<_gtX. 
Notation. We will write f, g : A ~B for f, g : A ~B ~ Mor LAlgz(Z). 
We are also looking for a structural definition of a possibly larger relation 
{~- C_ A 2 which satisfies 
(,') a {x b iff f(a) <-B g(b) whenever f, g : A-~B such that 
f~X=gtX  (rather than f tX<_gtX).  
However, in this paper we will be able to define only a subset (also denoted by 
{x ({x)) of the above {x ({x), so that we will be able to prove only 
a {x ({x) b implies f(a) <-B g(b) for all f, g" A-~B with 
f tX<_gtX ( f tX=g~X) .  
We define {x ({x) recursively as the least binary relation on A satisfying con- 
ditions (A) and (B) ((A)-(C)) below. (We will formulate (A) and (B) only for {x-) 
(A) For any a, beA,  if a, beX and a=b, then a {xb. 
(B) To be able to formulate this condition, we need some auxiliary definitions. 
Let, therefore, p e Tm(Z, Y) and I c_ r(p) be arbitrary. We want to give a structural 
definition of a relation <~' c_ A r~p) ×A and similarly one of a relation also denoted 
by <Pc_A ×A r(p), such that for all g, bEA r(p) and a,b~A: 
(#) _a<Pb iff pS[rog]<_Bg(b) for a l l fg 'A- - - ,B  with f tX<_gtX, 
where (roa)( j)  equals g(a(j)) if j~ I  and equals f(a(j)) else. And 
(+) a<Pb iff f(a)<_spS[r'ob] for a l l fg 'A~Bwi th f~X<_gtX ,  
where for all j e r(p), (r 'o_b)(j) equals f(_b(j)) if j¢  I and g(b(j)) else. 
Example. Let 
p= + 
/ \  
Yl Y2 
and I= {0}. 
Then (#)  means _a<Pb iff f(a_(O))+Sg(g(1))<-Bg(b) and 
f(a) <--B g(b(O)) +Sf(b(1)). 
(+) means a<~_b iff 
Motivation. Choosing I=r(p), conditions (#)  and (+) translate into: 
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and 
P b a_ <r(p) 
a _b 
The two right-hand 
respectively. 
iff pB[f o a] =f(pA [a]) --<n g(b) for all f, g : A ~B with 
f tX_< g tX, 
iff f(a)<_spB[go_b] =g(pA[b_]), for all f,g" A- ,B with 
ftX<_g~X. 
sides mean according to (,), pA[g] {xb and a{xpA[b_l, 
Now we are ready to formulate condition (B): 
a_ <r(p) p b implies pA[a]_ {xb, and a<rP(p)_b implies a {xpA[_b] for any 
peTm(Z,  Y), a, bEA r(p) and a, beA.  
Before formulating condition (C), let us first define the relations <P. In fact, we 
should define two pairs of relations <P, one using {x in its definition, the other us- 
ing {'x- Accordingly, in formulating condition (B), we should have used the first 
pair when defining {x and the second one when defining {~,. In the formulation of 
condition (C), whenever we write <P we mean the relations <P using {~ in their 
definitions. To understand the following definitions (I) and (II) of the relations <P 
better, the reader should replace in his/her mind {x by 
(and {~( by 
{(a, b) EA 2 : f(a) <--B g(b),f g : A ~B, f  tX<_g tX} 
{(a, b) EA 2 :f(a)___8 g(b),f g : A ~B, f tX=g I'X}). 
(I) Let p e Tm(Z' U Y) and I c_ r(p). We define <P __ A r(p) x A recursively as follows 
(see also (#)).  
(a) If I=  0, then a <P b iff pA [a] --<A b. 
(b) Suppose I¢0 .  Then <P is the least subset of A r(p) xA satisfying conditions 
(ba)-(bd) below. 
(ba) Let J c_ I, _a <~ b and g'___Ar~p)g such that a ' ( j )  {x _a(j) for all j e I \ J. Then 
_a'< pb. 
Example. In all following examples, let 
p= 
Yl Y2 Y3 
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If (al,az, a3)<P{1} b and a~<_Aa 1, a~ {xa2 and a~<--Aa3, then 
/ I ! p 
(al,a2,a3)<{ol, l} b. 
Motivation. Suppose that f g" A-*B,  f ~ X <_ g ~ X and 
(g(a I ) +B g(a2)). Bf(a3 ) <--a g(b). 
if a~_<A al, f(a~) <--B g(a2) and a~ -----A a3, then obviously 
(g(a~ ) + B f(a~)) .S f(a~ ) <_ 8 (g(al) + 8 g(az)) .S f(a3) <<_B g(b). 
(bb) If a=SUpAr~p)Y for some YeZ(A  r(p)) and if y<~b for every ye  Y, then 
_a<~ b. 
Example. p is as before, Z=tn  and let (al ,a2,a3) n n n = SUPA3(al, a2, a3 )n e w, 
such that for all ne09, (a~,a~,a~)<;{1 } b. Then (al,a2,a3)<P{1} b. 
Motivation. Let f ,g" A---,B such that f tX<g tX  and suppose that for all 
new,  (g(a'])+Bg(a~)).Sf(a~)<Bg(b). Since by the continuity of the 
operations and of the morphisms 
g(al) + 8 g(a2) .Bf(a3 ) = supB3(g(a ~) + 8 g(a~)).Bf(a~), 
(bc) 
we conclude that (g(al) +B g(a2) "Bf(a3 ) <-B g(b). 
If t=p(tj  : j e I) and _a <~ b for J=  { jm "j e I, m ~ r(tj)}, then a' </P b, where 
(_a(j) if j ¢ I ,  
a ' ( j )=  ~tf l [ (a( jm).mer(t j ) ) ]  if j e I .  
Example. Let 
t= and I={01}. 
/ \  
71 + Y4 / \  
Y2 Y3 
If (al, a2, a3, a4) <]010,011} b, then (al, a2 "I-A a3, a4) <~01} b. 
Motivation. Let f, g " A ~ B with f t X < g t X and assume that 
(g(al) +B (f(a2) + ef(a3))  .B g(a4) -<B g(b). 
Then obviously (g(a 1 ) + B f(a 2 + A a3)). B g(a4) <--B g(b). 
(bd) Suppose that p=o-(t i ' ier ( t r ) ) ,  where tr now denotes any tree t with 
Dt={2}O{j ' je r ( t r )}  and t(2)=treZ' .  If for all ier(tr), ai<~b i 
and I = {ira" i ~ r(tr), m ~Ii}, then a <~' 6 A (h i .  i e r(tr)), where a(im) = a_i(m) 
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for all i ~ r(a) and m ~ r(ti). 
Example. Let p be as above and let 
tl = + and t2=y3. / \  
Yl Y2 
tl bl and 83<]22} b2, then (al,a2,a3)<P{Ol, l} (bl .A bE). If (al, 82) <{1} 
Motivation. Let f g: A -~B with ftX<_ g tX. If g(a 1) +B f(a2) ~B g(bl) and 
f(a3)--<8 g(b2), then obviously 
(g(al) + B f(a2)) "8 f(a3) <--B g(bl ) .8 g(b2) = g(b I .A bE). 
(II) Now for given p ~Tm(Z', Y) we define <5 cA  ×A r(p) recursively (see (+)). 
(a) If I=  0, then a <t p_b iff a <--A pA [_b]. 
(b) Suppose I~O. Then <~ is defined to be the least relation in A xA  r(p) satis- 
fying conditions (ba)-(bd) below. 
(ba) Let J c_ I, a <~_b and _b <At(p) b' such that _b(j) {x_b'(J) for all j e I \ J. 
Then a <5 b'. 
Example. Let p be as before and suppose that a,<P{ol}(bl,b2,b3) and 
bl <--Ab'l, b2<_Ab~ and b 3 {xb'3. Then a<~ol, } (b~,b2,b3). 
Motivation. Let f g: A ~B with f ~X< g tX. If 
f(a) <--8 (f(bl) + B g(b2)). Bf(b3) 
and f(b3) <--B g(b]) and f(bl)---sf(b'l ) and g(b2) <--B g(b~), then obviously 
f(a)<_~ (f(b~ ) +s g(b~)).8 g(b~). 
(bb) 
(bc) 
Suppose that a = SUPA Y for some Ye Z(A) and that y <P b for any y e Y. 
Then a </P b. 
Example. Let Z=co and suppose that a=suPA(an),,~o. If for each n ea~, 
P (bl, b2, b3), then a<~'ol } (bl, bE, b3). an <{01} 
Motivation. Let f ,g: A-~B with f~X<g tX and suppose that for each 
n ~ 09, f(an)<o (f(bl) +8g(b2))'Sf(b3). Since f(a) = sups(f(an))n~o, we 
obtain then f(a) <<-8 (f(bl) +8 g(b2)) .S f(b3). 
Suppose that t =p( t  i • i e I )  and that a <~_b, where J = { ira" i e I, m ~ r ( t i )  } . 
Then a<Pb ', where 
b( j )  if j ¢ I, 
b ' ( j )=  (t;[(_b(jm)" mer(tj))] if j eL  
Example. Let 
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t= 
Yl 
/ \  
+ Y4 / \  
Y2 Ys 
t and suppose that a<{olO, Oll' 1} (bl, b2, b3, b4)- Then obviously 
t 1 = + , and tz=Y4 
Y2 Y3 
and t =p(q ,  t2) , and a<~01, 1} (bl, b2 +A b3 ' b4). 
Motivation. Let f, g : A ~ B with f t X <_ g IX  and suppose 
f (a) <-s ( f (bl)  + B (g(b2) + B g(b3)) " B g(bn). 
Then obviously f(a) <_ s ( f (b l )  + B g(b 2 + A b3)). B g(b n). 
(bd) Let p = cr(t i : i ~ r(a)) for some a ~ Z" (see (I)/(bd)). 
ai<t'bi and I={ im' ie r ( t r ) ,m6I i} ,  then Ii- 
b(im) =_bi(m) for all i e r(tx) and m ~ r(ti). 
Example. Let 
If for all i e  r(tr), 
a(a i" i e r(tr)) <~_b, where 
t l=  + 
/ \  
Yl Y2 
and t2 =Y3- 
If al (~'1} (bl, b2) and a2 <~2~} b 3, then a I .A a2 <~01 ' } (bl, b2, b3)- 
Motivation. Let f ,g"  A~B with fPX<_g ~X and suppose that f(al)<_8 
f (b l )  +B g(b2) and f(a2) <B g(b3). Then obviously 
f (a l  .A a2 ) <8 ( f (b l )  +B g(b2) .B g(b3)" 
Now we are done with the definitions of <Pc_Ar(P)×A and <P_cA ×A r(p) and 
we can return to the definition of {x. Remember that {x was defined to be the least 
binary relation on A satisfying conditions (A) and (B), while {x was defined to be 
the least binary relation on A satisfying conditions (A), (B) and condition (C) below. 
Also remember that in the definitions of <i  p we need to replace {x by {x- 
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(C) Suppose that a = SUPA Z for some Z ~ Z(A) and that every z e Z can be written 
as z=pzn[_z] for some pzeTm(Z', Y) and z~Z r(pO, such that z<l]:b for some 
I z c_ r(pz) and also z<~.a, where I 'z=r(pz)\ l  z. Further suppose that for each 
z 'eZ  there is a zeZ such that z'<~._z. Then a{'xb. 
Example. Let z= 09 and a= supA(an),e~o, where each an =pan [an]. For example 
a, =pA [(al, a2, a3)], where 
p= 
Yl 
/ \  
+ Y3 / \  
Y2 
as in the example above. We assume that for each n e 09, an< p" b (e.g., a = 
(al,a2,a3)<~ol} b), an< p" o{~ 
- I; a (e.g., a=(al,az, a3)< ,l} a) and o ~-p,.,,,a n+m for 
m~09 (e.g., ak_l <~'00.1 } (al,az, a3)=ak). Then a{xb.  - " - / ;+" -  
Motivation. Let f ,g 'AoB with f tX=gtX .  Suppose that for each ne09, 
pff[r, o a_"] ~B g(b), where 
~g(gn(j)) if j¢ In ,  
(r n oan) ( j )=  (A_an(J)) else 
(e.g., for n =k,  (g(al)+Bf(a2)).ng(aa)<sg(b).) Further assume that for each 
n e 09, Pff(rn o a n) <-sf(a) (e.g., for n = k, (g(al) +Bf(a2)).s g(a3) <sf(a) - 
remember that the roles of f and g can be interchanged now, so 
(al, a2,a3)<~oo, l} a implies (f(al)+Bg(a2))-Bf(a3)<--Bg(a) as well as the above 
inequality). 
Let us also assume that for each n ~09, f(an)<_Bpn+m[rn+mOgn+m ] (e.g., for 
n = k - 1, f(a k_ l) <-s (g(al) + Bf(a2)) .S g(a3)). 
Claim. f(a) = supB(pff[r,~ o an])n~o~. 
Proof. (1) We know by assumption that f(a)B_>pff[rnoa"] for each n e09. 
(2) Let ceB satisfy pff[rnogn]<_sc for each ne09. Then for each n~09, 
f(an)<--BPff+m[rn+m°an+m]<--BC, but since f(a)=supB(f(an))new (by con- 
tinuity of f ) ,  we obtain f(a) <-B c. []Claim 
Since we have assumed, on the other hand, that Pff[rn o a']<_sg(b) for every 
n e 09, we obtain now f(a) <-B g(b). 
Remark. Since A 2 satisfies the above conditions (A)-(C) and the intersection of all 
relations satisfying (A)-(C) again satisfies (A)-(C), both {x and {x exist. Notice 
that whenever we say that a relation R c_ A 2 satisfies conditions (A)-(C), we assume 
that in the definition of <~ each oco:rrence of {x has been replaced by R. 
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One can easily prove that the relation r- x c_ {x ( c__ {~) and our introductory ex- 
ample shows that r- x can be strictly smaller than {x. 
We now state our main result. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a Z-continuous Z-algebra and let X c_ A. Then 
{x C - ~ {Pp(f, g)If, g" A--*B,X c_ Pequ(f, g)}, 
and 
{x c_ A (PP( f  g ) I f  g : A ~B,  X c_ Equ( f  g) }. 
Remark. The above statement means that for all a, b eA,  a {x b implies f(a)<-Bg(b) 
for any f g:A--*B such that f tX<-g tX, and a {x b implies f(a)<-Bg(b ) for every 
f ,g" A--,B such that f tX=g tX. 
Proof.  Suppose that a {x b for some a, b EA. 
(A) If a=beX,  then obviously f(a)<-Bg(b) for all f,g" A--*B with f tX<-gtX .  
(B) Suppose that a=pA[a_] for some peTm(Z' ,  Y) and a,EA r(p) such that 
P b. Then we need the following a" <r(p) 
Lemma 3.2. For every IC r(p), a-eA r(p) and aeA,  a,< p b implies pS[ro a] <-Bg(b) 
for  all f, g : A --,B with f tX<-g rX, where for all j e r(p) 
~g(a,(J)) if j~iI, 
(z°a ' ) ( J )= I.f(a_(j)) i f  j eL  
Remark. If p=c for some constant symbol ceZ',  then the above lemma means 
f ( c  A ) = cB  <-B g(b). 
The proof of this lemma is a straightforward proof by transfinite induction using 
the induction hypothesis for {x and is almost a copy of the motivations and ex- 
amples given in the definition of <P. Therefore we will omit the proof here. [] 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 (set I=r(p)), we obtain f (a )= 
f (pn  I_a]) =pB [ f  o a_] <--8 g(b), whenever f, g" A --*B and f tX_< g ~X. 
P Similarly, if b =pn [_b] for some _b eA r(p) and p e Tm(Z', Y) and a<r(p)b_, we can 
prove f(a) <- B g( b ), whenever f, g : A--* B and f t X < g t X. 
Now suppose a {~. b for some a, b e A. Then either a {x b and then we are done, 
or according to condition (C) a = SUPAZ for some Z e Z(A) and for every z e Z, 
z=pA[z]  for some pzETm(Z', Y) and z_eA r(pO, _z<~zb for some Izc_r(pz) and 
<Pz Z__rtp)\~ z a. Also, for every z 'EZ  there is a z e Z such that -'-"P~ "~ ~. r( pz) \ lz Z_ • 
Let f,g" A--*B with f tX=g tX. 
B Claim. f(a) = SUPB { Pz [Zz o Z]" Z e Z }, where for every j e r(pz) 
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fg(z(j)) i f  j~ l  z, 
(rzO _z)(j)= (.f(z(j)) else. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 (using gtX<- f tX)  we obtain pzB[rzOZ]<-Bf(a) for every 
z e Z. Now let c e B satisfy pzB[rz o Z] <-B C for every Z e Z. Then by applying 
the analogue of Lemma 3.2 for the relation <~c_A×A r(p), we obtain that for 
every z 'eZ  there is a zeZ,  such that f(z')<-spzB[rzOZ_]<sc. But f (a )= 
supB{f (z ' ) : z 'eZ} ,  so f(a)<-BC. F-}Claim 
By Lemma 3.2, we have p~[r z o _z] <--B g(b) for every z e Z, so by the above claim 
we obtain f(a) <-B g(b). []Theorem 3.1 
Given a Z-continuous ~'-algebra A and X___ A, we can define 
CLz, z(X) := {aeA "a {xa} and CL'z,z(X) := {a eA  "a {~va}. 
Now we obtain the following 
Corollary 3.3.1f  :  A ~ B ~ Mor ± Algz(Z) and CLz, z (f(A)) = B, then f is a P-epi, 
and i f  CL~:, z (f(A)) = B, then f is an epi. 
In trying to prove the converse statements of Corollary 3.3, for example, " f  is 
an epi implies ' " CLz, z ( f (A ) )=B , the author did not succeed so far. It seems that 
the relation {:c ({x) is, as it is defined now, too small to satisfy condition (.') ((,)). 
So the question ow is: "What is missing? What hasn't yet been captured?" Also: 
"Are P-epis and epis, unlike in the previously studied categories, different in 
±AIgz(Z)?" 
An immediate consequence of a structural characterization of the epis of 
±Algz(Z) is a structural characterization of the extremal monos (the factorization 
pairs of epis) and hence of the extremal subalgebras. The concept of extremal 
subalgebra, on the other hand, is a natural generalization of the concept of 
subalgebra for (universal) Z-algebras. But while the concept of subalgebra is a first- 
order concept, the concept of extremal subalgebra for Z-continuous Z-algebras 
seems not to be so. This leads to another open problem of finding a logical 
characterization f the concept of extremal subalgebra for Z-continuous X-algebras. 
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